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A. TDE1'<TTTY OF PETITIONER 

Dilnald Dyson respectfully asks th1s Coun to accept 1-c\·icw of 

the Colll1 of Appeals decision terminating review designated in Pm1 B 

ofthis petition pursuant ro RAP DA(b)( 1 ). (2). {.)).and (4). 

B. COURT OF APPEALS DFCISION 

!Vir. Dyson seeks review of the Court of Appeals opinion. 

published in pan and filed August 6. 2015. Appendi:-; A. 

C ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

I. An accused has a due process rig:htto Jury instructions that 

accurately and clearly state the l<.1w. includmg holding the State tn its 

burden of proof. Did the co uri· s instructions misstate the law. cause 

confusion. and dilute the State ·s burden where the instructions allowed 

the jury to supply its own unspecified definition for thL' term deadly 

weapon·.> Did the Court of Appeals err in not reaching this issue'7 

.., Did the court"s instruction on transfened intent misstate the 

laY\- and dilute the State's burden \\'here assault in the firstllegree is I1(l! 

based on the doctrine of transfened intent':' 



C. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Donnie! Dyson and ii·icnds ,-1sited a Spokane bar, the Special "K.. 

JVRP 66?.-6 7. 1 At closing time. he went outside to tbe parking lot w1th 

hi~ fi·iend M:>. Rndriguez-R~eve~. TVRP 660-70. Arthur Ward and 

Spencer Schwartzenberger. wlw had a\sc' be:;;~n drinking at the Special 

K and elsewhere behwchand. \Vas sitting in his SU\' in thL.· parking lL1L 

playing loud music. IIRP 216-l S. 220. :24 l-44: TVRP tS71: set' llRP 

.344 ( Scbwartzenberger seemed upset). l:Vlr. Dyson liked the sound and 

started chatting with .Mr. Sclnvartzcnbergcr. who let bim into the 

passenger's scat. IIRP 221. IVRP 671. 

rvir. Sch\\'l.l1iZenbergcr decided it \\'US time to leave and told his 

friend. Chris Daile). who was "pretty drunk:· that it \vas time for them 

to go. !IRP 21 i)-llJ. 223. 40~. 429: IVRP 6 72. Mr. Dailey kept on 

talkmg with Ms. Rodriguez-Reeves and another woman. TVRP 6 7::.;-74: 

s'ec liRP 223-24. Mr. Dyson overheard Mr. Daile~· ask Ms. Rodrig:ue7-

Ree\'es to gn home with him and then use foul language when she 

turned him dov.:n. JVRP 6'7-f: see liRP ~44 (Schwan:zcnberg:er 

; The i our cnnsccut i \'cl y pa ~ina ted \'Ol umes of the verbat 1m rcpun o C 
proceedmgs are refcm::d \0 a;; IRP. IIRP. UIRP aud IVRl'- The remainin)! 
vni umc of pretrial hl'arings is refenec! to as 5, 16 'U RP. 



con tim1L'd comments \vcre made}. lv1r. Dyson took offense and "'the 

next thmg I know is. we·re in a shoving mah.::h: turned intu a punching 

match.·· IVRP 675. 

It was not ckar wht.' started the altercation but Mr. 

Schwanzcnhergcr s~lw both Mr. Dailey and Mr. Dyson getting intt1 1t 

He got out of his veh1de and entered the f1ght. purportedly to try to 

break it up. IIRP 224.226-27. 236-3~. 246. 261-63. 293-96: IlTRP 449, 

464-65: IVRP 676. Next thing iv1r. Dyson could telL he \Vas being 

attacked hom behind by this second man. lVRP 6'7-78: sec IlRP 362. 

Mr. Dyson backed up and pulled out a kmfc w protect hm1self 

and to warn the two men tighting him. IVRP 6 7X-f;0. 702-03. Then. a 

fourth man. A11hur Ward. "'Ramboecl in" and tackled Mr. Dyson. IIRP 

263-64. ~64-65. 368: lVRP 680-81. 689-90. 698-701. Mr. Dysc1n \Vas 

taken to the ground: Mr. Ward and Mr. SchVI·~mzenberger were also 

injured: ancll\1r. Dyson quickly got up and walked away. TVRP 6~ l-

S3_ 704-05. 

He was anested nearby and cbarg~d witll two counts of assault 

in the first degree-one C1.mnt ac; to Spencer Schwanzenberger and one 

a~ to AJihur Ward. CP h-"7: IVRP 683-8..+: IURP 503. As ttl both 

counts. the Swrc char_!!cd the assault was cnmmmed ,,·ith specific mtcm 

; 

·' 



to int1ict great bodily harm and with a firearm or deadly \\Capon or by 

any force or mean:-; likely to produce great bodily harm or lleath. CP 6-

7. ll-12 (clting RCW 9A.36.0 ll ( l )(a)). The State also charged a 

dcadiy weapon scntt.:ncing enhancement for each count. ld. 

At trial. !Vlr. Schwart1.enberger recounted that I\·1r. Dyson 

stabbed him in the throat after making .. a roundhouse-type motion:· 

IIRP 227-29. Mr. \Vard received a cut near his temple. IIRP 26 7-69. 

27S. 321-22. !v1r. Dyson testified at trial and asserted he acted in self-

defense. CP 56-51( IVRP 770-73. 

'l'hc State argued tvlr. Dyson could be gmity of assaultmg rv1r. 

\Varcl through the doctrine of transfened intent. and secured a jury 

instruction on transfcned intent. CP 81: IVRP 759-60. The jury 

convicted him as charged. CP 96-99. Mr. Dyson was sentenced to 296 

months. including the tWtl deadly v, eapon enhancemems. CP 111-12. 

D. ARGUivlEl"\T Wl-1'{ REVIEW SHOULD BE GRANTED 

1. Review should be granted because the Court of Appeals 
failed to recognize that the trial court's faulty ''dcadl~ 
·weapon" instructions diluted the State's burden of proof. 
misstated the law and were confusing. 

A criminal defendant has the due prot.:css right to instructions 

that clearly and accunHely charge the jury regarding the la\\ to be 

applied m a giYcn case. U.S. Const. amends_\'. XIV: Const. art. I.~ 3: 



Afullaner 1·. Wilbur. 421 L.S. 6:-14. 9) S. Ct. I X81. 44 L. Ed. 2cl 50S 

( 197:'): Swtc 1·. Roberts. 88 Wn.2d 337. 562 P.2d 1259 ( IY/7). The 

standard for clarity in jury instructions is high. [ n fact. more onerous 

clarity is required of instructions tha11 is required of ~talute.s because 

while a court can resolve an ambi~'11QUsl::.:-worded statute tbroug:h 

Inteivretive tools and an understanding of the lnw ... a jury lacks such 

mterpretive tools and thus requires a manifestly clear instruction·· 

Stale l'. LeFahcr. 12S Wn.2d 8l)6. 902. 9D P.2d 3o9 ( 1996l. abrogmcd 

on or her grozmch: b1· Stwc r. 0 'Hara. J 28 \V n.2d 896. 913 P .2d 369 

( 1996). Instructions wh1ch relieve the State ofits burden or fail w 

corwctly inf(ll111 the jury of an essential ingredient of the crime 

prejudicially deny a defendant due proces:'- oflaw. Jd. at 903. 

Here. the iwo instructions that detined a deadly weapon 

improperly contained the word "also:· authorizing the .i ury ll• usc other. 

unstntecl definitions to com·ict Mr. Dyson thereby dilutmg the Statt> · s 

burden. misstming: the law and causing confusion. The jury could 

conv1ct Ivlr. Dyson of first degree :.~ssaull by a deadly weapon only if 

the endenee slwweu beyond <1 rcasonabk doubt that the knife ( t•r an) 

weapon. devtce nr instrument 1 "under the circumstances in which it 

I was I used. mtempted tu lx: used. (W threatened rn be used. i was J 



readily capable of causing death or substantial bodily ham1." RCW 

LJA.(\4.1 1()(6): sec RCW 9A.36.01l ( l )(al. Howc\Tr the court chd not 

provide the jury this singular instruction. Rather. tbe court instructed 

the jury tha1 "'Deadly weapon also means any weapon. device. 

instrument or article which under the c1rcumstances in ·which it b used. 

attempted to be used. or threatened tQ be used is readily capable of 

causing death or substantial bodily hann." cr 82 ( instn.Jctiun 13) 

(emphasis added l. By using the \:vord "alsu ... the instruction frees the 

jury to supply oth~;:r. unspecified definitions for the deadly vveapon 

clement of assault. Any orber definition of deadly ·weapon does not 

satist~- the statutory offense and cannot be a basis for conviction. 

As the \Vashington Pattcm Jury Instruction explains. the \Vorcl 

'"also'" should be included in this deadly weapon instruction only in 

··cases involving both a firearm or explosive and a different weapon." 

\Vashington Pattcm Jury Instructions: Criminal (WPIC) 2.06.0 l. In 

such cases. the '"also'' is included because the instruction includes an 

additional definition of a tirearm or explosive. WPIC .2JJ6.0 I (Noh.~ on 

usc). Here. m' fireann or explosive was at issue. The word ··aJsc, .. 

slwuld not have been included: it could refer to nothing but the JUry's 

ability to freely apply altemative definitions 



This cnoncous instruction 1:-. compllcntecl b~· a s1milar em)r in 

the instruction defining the tem1 deadly weapon as applied h' thl' 

special verdict. There too he court's mstruction states. '"A deadly 

weapon is alsn an implement or instrumL'nt that has the capacity t(' 

inilic1 death and. from the manner in which it is used. is likelv tC> 

producc or may easily produce death." CP 95 (instruction 25) 

(emphasis added). Like with the assault instruction. there is no other 

definition of deadly weapon ti' which the '"alsc, .. could refer. And like 

with the assault. the pattern instructions do not advise using the \Vord 

"also" m the definition for a deadly \Vcapon. \VPIC :2.07. 2.07.01 

ln LeFaber. the trial cmni issued an instruction on self-defense 

that permitted tvm inteqJretations. one which was accurate ~:md one 

which was eiToneous. In holding the instruction denied the defendant 

due process oflm:r. the Supreme Coun remarked. '"the offending 

sentence lacks any grammatical signal compelling [the coJTect] 

interpretation over the alternative. contiicting. nne! enoneous reading:· 

LcFabcr. 118 Wn.1cl at 902-07>. The risk that the jury chose the legally 

i ncoiTcct path among t\\ (1 possible interpretations l)f the instructiun 

required reversal. /d .. occord State 1. Cmrcn. 87 \Vn. App. 4:'. 49. 93CJ 



P.2d 1249 ( !LJL)/ 1 ( re,·crsing because grammntic::Jl reading of instruction 

could have lett jury \Vitl1 inconcct Impression oflaw). 

Even more egregious than the instruction in Lt:Fabcr. \\hich 

al1t)\Ved for a lawful and unbwful inteqxetation. tilt' only reasonable 

intcrprctatinn ofthe cnurt"s instructions here is an unl:lw!ul m~.:TI~ 

broad one. The court instructed the jury that in addition to the 

definition spelled out in the instruction. it could ··also" cLmsider other 

definitions or a deadly Vvcap~..m. The faulty instructions misstated the 

la\Y because only the singular definition of deadly weapon could 

actually be considered by the jury. Thus the instructions also diluted 

the State's burden of proof by allowing the jury to convict on bases 

broad~r than the l<.!w allows. The instructions wcTc abo grammatically 

and substantively confusing because they refenecl to other 

interpretations aithougl1 n<_) other definition was supplied. 

While Mr. Dyson did not ob_1ect to the deadly weapon 

definitions. the issue should be reviewed un appeaL IVlr. D:vson did not 

propose the bulty instructions and may raise che issue as a manifest 

CITor ailectmg n constitutional right for the firs! time on appeal. RAP 

2.5w)(3 ): sec CP 45 (defense pnJposcu instruction defining deadly 



\\'C::lpon t\.1r PLill10Ses of Jssault ). A _iury instruction that lowers the 

Stnte" s burden of proof is a munifcst en-en a fleeting the constitutional 

right w clue process. Stale 1·. Deal. 12~ Wn.2d 693. 693. 911 P.2d 996 

I J 996J: Sture, ... '\JcCuliuni. 98 \Vn.2d -+S-L 4S7-8S. 656 P.2d l 064 

( Jll~~): t:.s Cnnst. amend. XI\'. Additionally .. cclllfusingjury 

instructions raise a due proccs;;; concern because they may w::~sh Jway 

or dilute the presumption of innocence. Stme r. Benneu. l 6 l \Vn.2d 

303.315-16. 165 P.3d 12-+1 (2007). 

Division li1 of the Coun oC Appeals decided against rvlr. Dyson 

on this issue. concluding that because his counsel failed to object to the 

instruction. Mr. Dyson had waived the enor. (Opinion at 1 S-21.) 

Division III refused to address this enor claiming It did not amount tL) 3 

manifest constitutional cn·or because it did not relieve the State of it:' 

burden to prove all clements of the charged crime beyond a reasonable· 

doubt. The Coun of Appeals recognized that. under RAP 2.5( a)( 3 ). a 

··manifest crror atiecting a constitutional right" may be raised for the 

fir:>t time on appeal. (Opinion at 20-21. J Till' Court of Appeals held the 

enor in 1v1r. Dyson· s case is not reviewable because Ivlr. Dvson has not 

~The language was proposed by the State. C'P (Sub# .:flJ at 15. 31 
(plaintiffs proposed instructions II. 

l) 



sl1own "'actual prejudice:· (Opinion at 11) (ciiing Sraze ,._ 0 Haro. 16 7 

\Vn.2d 91. 217 P.2d 7)n (200Y)) 

The Court of Appeals argues that the faulty instruction belo\\ 

did not change the State's burden. but tbi:- is wrong. (0pimon at 22.) 

The addition nf "'abo"' did. in t:1ct. lower the State's burden because It 

opened-up the universe of what the jury could see as constituting a 

deadly weapon. Tvlr. Dyson appreciates that 0 'Hara dictates that 

"'appellate cou11s should determine un a case-by-case basis whether an 

unpreserved claim of error regarding a []jury instruction constitutes a 

manifest constitutional eiToL" but respectfully asks that this Court review 

the issue anew. 167 Wn. 2d. at 101. 

Review should be granted because the instruction on 
transferred intent also misstated the law and diluted 
the State's burden of proof. 

The Court of Appeals likewise rejected ivlr. Dyson ·s contention 

that a separate instruction misstated the law :1nd diluted the State ·s 

hurden ofproofas to the clement of intent. (0pinion23-26.) Tllis time 

over Mr. Dyson ·s objection. the State requested and the court gave an 

instruction on rransfctTccl intent. CP :\ l: CP (Sub -=t 50 (State's 

supplemental proposed instructions)): lVRP 642. 645. The instruction 

proYided "If a person acts \\ ith intent w nssaull another. bur the act 

!() 



banns a third person. the actor i~ deemed to have acted \\·ith intent tu 

ass:wlt a third person.·· CP ~ !. 

The instruction misstated the law. Assault in the first degree 

allows for intent tt• be as w one person and harn1. or the assauh. as tc• 

another Srarc 1· Jri/.m/L 125 \Vn.2d 212. 213. 21 ~-19. ?\)-;3 P.2d 320 

( 199-:J. ). But this precept does not arise undcr the law of transferred 

intent. 

Under a literal interpretation ofRC\\' 9A . .36Jlll. once 
the intent to inflict great bodily ham1 against an intended 
victim is established. the statute allows the intent to 
transfer to unintended victims. It is RCW 9A.36.0 11. not 
the doctrine of transfencd intent. which prcl\"ides: intent 
against one is intent against all. 

!d. at 213. '"Assault in the first degree requires u specific intent: bur it 

does not. under all circumstunces, require that the specific intent match 

a specific victJm." !d. at 21 S. Rather. under the first degree assault 

statute. once specific intent w inflict great bodily harm on a specific 

person is established. the assault statute itsel[ "'not the doctrine of 

transferred intent. provides that any unintended victim is assaulted if 

they fall within the terms and conditions ofthe statute." Jd. at219. 

T.Jnder tbe State's theory. the assuult statute docs not deem lvir. 

Dyson to have intended tLl mtlict great bodily han11 on l'vlr. \Vard 

Rather. the State had to prove Mr. Dyst)!1 ·s intent ro in11ict great hodil) 

I l 



ham1 t'11 a specific \'!Ctnn. such as Spencer Schwanzenberg:er. That 

specific intent JS sut1icient for assault in the first degree under RCW 

9A.36.011 even if the person \Vhom Mr. Dyson acnwlly assaults is 

ditTerent from the intended \ictim. Sc·c· Wilson. 12.5 \Vn.2d at 212-D. 

210-llJ. The instruction t!ivcn hen: misstated the law because it treated 

the necessarv specrfic intem t0 assault a specif1c victim as an automatic 

nrcsumption that there was a specific intent to assault a different 

person. The Court of Appeals does not address this point. 

The instruction also diluted tl1e State's burden becau:'>e whereas 

the law requires the State tc• prove specific intent to inflict great hodily 

harm on a specific victim. the instructions allo\vecl the State to prove 

intent as to the intended victim or the transferee. 

This lang:uag~.: incorrectly instructed the jury that .!vlr. Dyson \Yas 

automatically "deemed" to have intended to assault a second complainant 

if the .iury f(lund he intended to assault a first. That is less than what the 

State was required to prove under RCW 9A.36.0ll. Sec Wilson. at .213 . 

.21S-19. 

iv1r. Dysu11 respectfully asks this Ct\urt to revic\\ the Court of 

Appeals analysis of 1Vi/son anew. (Opinion. at 2:\-.26.) 

12 



3. The errors should be corrected and \lr. DYson's 
convictions rl'\·crsed. 

Errors ~!Tectingjury un:mimit;. :md the righ~ tC' due proces:: ~-m:· 

of constitutional magnitude. and as such. are reversible unless the Stmc 

proves it is "bam1less beyond a reasonable cl•..1ubt." Chapman •·. 

Cal(fbrnia. 3~6 U.S. l S. ~4. S7 S. Ct. S.:4. 17 L. Ed. 2J 705 (I 975!: 

Stare 1·. Pcrers. 163 \Vn. App. S36. 850. 261 P.3d 199 (20 11) (State 

must prove beyond :.1 re:.1sonable doubt that due process violation was 

harmlessL 

The State cannot show the instructional etTors were han11less tel 

the assault com·ictions bevond a reasonable doubt. and ccrtainlv not . . 

\vith respect to the eiToneous transfenecl intent instructwn. The State· s 

case was centered on a fight outs1de a rowdy bar after closing time. 

IIRP 341: IfiRP 442. The witnesses were intoxicated. E.g .. IIRP 2'7-

20. 257. 3-W. 3~!2-43. 4~l.l: IIIRP 443-46. The State assumed a 

substantial burden in proving assault in the first degree as charged but 

nc1 one could attest \Vhu staned the scuftk. 

The State had to preow beyond a rensonab!e doubt that .tvir. 

Dyson formulated specific intent to inflict great bodil.v harn1 on a 

patiicular person. where grcnt bodily harm means "bodily injury whtch 

creates a probability of death. or which causes significant serious 



permanent disfigurement, (11" ,,·hic11 causes a significant permanent 1l1ss 

or impairment of the function of any bodily part or organ .. RCW 

9A.?>6.011: RCW 9A.04.1 10(-f)(c). 

In light of the evidence and argument at trial. the State cannot 

show that these instmctinnnl ennrs were harmless beyond a reasonable 

doubt. 

E. CONCLUSION 

This petition for review should be granted and Mr. Dyson ·s 

convictions should he rever:,;ecl and remanded for a ne\\ trial because 

the court" s instructions misstated the law. diiuted the State's burden. 

and were confusing. 

DATED this 3'd day of September. ~0 15 

Respectfully submitted. 

·s Alick Tromar01rski 

Mid: \Voynaro\:vski- WSBA 3~SO 1 
\Vashington Appellate Project 
Attorney for Petitioner 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON. 
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v. 

DONALD LEE DYSON, JR., 

Appellant. 

) 

) 
) 

) 

No. 32248-3-III 

PUBLISHED IN PART OPINION 

FEARING. J. -A jury found Donald Dyson guilty of two counts of first degree 

assault stemming from a bar parking lot fight. The jury aiso found by special verdict that 

Dyson was armed with a deadly weapon during the commission of the assaults. Dyson 

appeals his conviction and contends that the trial court: ( 1) violated his right to a public 

triat (2) incorrect!;.· instructed the jury on the definition of "deadly weapon,'' and, 

(3) incorrectly instructed the jury on transferred intent. We affirm his conviction. 

At sentencing, the trial court found Donald Dyson· s conduct qualified for 

imposition of the statutorily mandated five-year minimum term under RCW 9.94A.540 

because the force employed by Dyson in committing the assaults could likely have 

resulted in death. Therefore. the trial court ordered the mandatory minimum confinement 

for each charge. On appeaL Dyson contends the judicial finding violated his right to a 
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jury trial. Based on the recent Uniled States Supreme Court decision in Alle1ne v. United 

States. U.S. . 133 S. Ct. 2!51. 186 L. Ed 2d 314 (2013). we agree. We vacate 

Dyson· s sentence and remand for resentencing. 

FACTS 

One evening Julie Rodriguez-Reeves invited Donald Dyson to party with friends 

and her. Dyson accepted. Dyson, Rodriquez-Reeves, her roommate Jodi Morphis. and 

her son·s girlfriend Alyssa Bishop assembled at the Corner Club bar in Spokane at 8 p.m. 

After an hour. the quartet moved to the Special K, another Spokane bar. At the Special 

K, Dyson socialized \Vith other patrons. including Arthur Ward. Dyson and others 

imbibed until the bar closed. Morphis later testified she was ··[p ]retty sure that everyone 

J '"as with \\'as intoxicated." Report of Proceedings (RP) at 343. 

When the Special K bartender announced closing time. Donald Dyson exited to 

the parking lot where he joined Julie Rodriguez-Reeves. Arthur Ward. and Alyssa 

Bishop. In the parking lot. Spencer Schwartzcnbcrgcr. another Special K patron, sat in 

his Ford Explorer with music emitting from the vehicle"s speaker system. Dyson enjoyed 

the speakers' sound. chatted with Schwartzenbcrgcr, and e.ventually entered the passenger 

seat of the Ford Explorer. After a brief conversation with Dy·son. Sch\vartzenberger 

called to his friend Chris Dailey that it \vas time to leave. Dailey ignored 

Schwartzcnberger·s entreaty and continued w converse with Rodriguez-Reeves and Jodi 

lvlorphis. Dyson overheard Dailey invite Rodriguez-Reeves to Daile)'s home and. when 

-, 
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she refused, Dailey called her crass names. Sclnvanzenberger confirmed lhal Dailey 

uttered "choice words'' during the interaction 

Donald Dyson took offense to Chris Dailey· s comments to Julie Rodriquez-

Reeves. and one of the twu men started an altercation. As the two men pushed and 

shoved. Spencer Schv,'anzenberger exited his Explorer and sought to end the fight. 

Schwartzenberger attempted to separate the t\vo combatants by pushing them avv·ay from 

each other. Dyson thought Schwartzenberger had joined the clash against him. Dyson 

pulled and waved a knife so Schwartzenberger and Dailey would leave him alone. As he 

·'v>aved .. his knife. Dyson stabhcd Schwartzcnberger in the throat in what 

Schwanzenberger described as a "roundhouse-type motion."' RP at 227. Dyson testified 

at trial that someone shoved him from behind tov,:ard Sch\vartzenberger. and the shove 

caused the \vounding of Schwanzenbergcr. 

After Donald Dyson stabbed Spencer Schwartzenberger. Arthur Ward tackled 

Dyson. During the struggle. Ward tried to grab the k.ni fe from Dyson's hand and vvas 

himself· stabbed in the hand and cut on the temple. Dyson also twice punched Ward. 

Dyson arose from the tackle and vvalked to a friend's son's house. 

PROCEDURE 

The Siate of Washington charged Donald Dyson with t\vo counts of assault in the 

first degree. One count covered the stabbing of Spencer Sclwvartzcnhcrger and the other 

count addressed the cutting of Arthur Ward. The State alleged that Dyson commined 

.. _, 
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each assault \.vith specific intent to inflict great bodily harm with a deadly weapon or h) 

any force or means likely to produce great hodily harm or death. The State sought a 

deadly weapon sentencing enhancement for each count. 

During voir dire. the trial court heard the State's for-cause challenge tv a 

venirewoman on the record at the Judge· s bench. out of the jury· s hearing. The trial court 

also conducted peremptory challenges on paper. Before addressing the challenge for 

cause. the trial court commented to the jury: 

THE COURT: Folks. at this point the attorneys have some work to 
do in selecting the jury. They are going to work back and forth with a piece 
of paper and indicate to me what their challenges arc. and so forth. 

Th~ .. l'r...., ";mn rt .... nnan-1"':· r-=-..-.Aunh '\"'hnr. ''"',, .,nd T "h"'f~n. tr'\. h.t.' prPC"a.-'\t ~.,.., 
tlio."l .,:, U ll.l. 1.\oo .:>LJ.LU1:::;-"""J .. T "-'lJV f:U "11\,..J.J .'t'\..H,...I. (.U .l llLl"'\.. 4-V U~ W..>~t.ll 111 

this room. but \Vc don't really get to do anything. We are going to sit and 
literally look at each other, as odd as that may seem. 

If you have something with you that you would like to read, be it a 
tablet or an actual whatever. go right ahead. Also. if you want to visit with 
your neighbor. that is fine; just keep the noise as low as possible so the 
attorney~ can hear themselves think. and I will let them proceed 

MR. MARTIN [State's counsel]: Your Honor, do you want us to 
approach for cause first? 

THE COURT: Yes, you can do that. 
(The following was held out of the hearing of the jury:) 
THFCOURT: As~c~s~ 
MR. MARTIN: You, know, my only challenge for cause is ::!9. She 

seemed to be the one most concerned about remaining fair. That is my only 
challenge. 

MR. DRESSLER [Defense counsel]: Your Honor, by the same 
token she did indicate she thinks she could handle it. That is \.vhy I spoke 
to hoth ofthem. 

But 1 don't have challenges for cause. 
THE COURT: All right. Appropriate to say --1 think ht:T ans•ver 

wasn't clear enough regarding being fair in this particular case, hut 1 don't 
think she's there. so I'm going to strike her for cause. 

4 
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That will he the only strike for cause? All right. 

RP at 170-71. 

During triaL Donald Dyson anticipatorily objected to the State questioning a 

Spokane police officer regarding the current lo.:ation of Alyssa Bishop or Julie 

Rodriguez-Reeves and whether either had cooperated in the investigation. The trial court 

entertained argument from counsel concerning the obje~tion during a sidebar conference 

on the record but out of the hearing of the jury. 

After closing arguments, the trial court instructed the jury on the two first degree 

assault charges as follmvs: 

To convict the defendant of the crime of assault in the first degree. 
as charged in Count 1. each of the following elements of the crime must be 
proved beyond a reasonable doubt: 

(1) That on or about SEPTEMBER 8. 2012. the defendant assaulted 
SPENCER SCHWARTZENBERGER: 

(2) That the assault was committed with a deadly weapon or by a 
force or means likely to produce great bodily harm or death: 

(3) That the defendant acted with intent to inf1ict great bodily harm; 
and 

(4) That the acts occurred in the State of Washington. 

Clerk's Papers (CP'l at 85. The trial court submitted an identical instruction for the 

second count of first degree assault involving Arthur Ward. 

The court instructed the jury on the definition of"deadly weapon'' as follows: 

Deadly weapon also means any \\.'Capon, device, inslrument or 
article which under the circumstances in which it is used. attempted to be 
used. or threatened to be used is r~adUy capable of causing death or 
substantial bodily harm. 
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CP at 82 ~emphasis added). Th1s definition or deadly weapon also appeared as part of the 

court's instruction on the deadly 1veapon special verdict with the following additional 

language: 

A knife having a blade longer than three inches is a deadly weapon. 
\Vhether a knife having a blade less than three inches long is a dead!\ 

~ ~ . 
weap011 is a question of fact that is for you to decide. 

CP at 95. 

The State of Washington posited that Donald Dyson could be guilty of assaulting 

/\rthur Ward through the doctrine of transferred intent. The State secured a jury 

instruction on that theory that read: 

If a person acts with intent to assault another, but the act harms a 
third person, the actor is also deemed to have acted with intent to assault 
the third person. 

CP at 81. In overruling Dyson's objection to the transferred intent instruction. the trial 

court ruled: 

I think there is evidence. and I think that is-- ifthere is evidence in 
the case that would allow this to be argued, each side is entitled to their 
theory. And so regardless of what evidence may come in now. there is 
some evidence in the trial that would allow that instruction. So I'm going 
to allow that to stand. 

RP at 645. During. closing. the State explained the two theories under which the jury 

could find Dyson guilty of assault as to both Schwartzenberger and Ward: 
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But when you get down to intent. it is not essential in this case for 
the fSltate to prove that Mr. Dyson intentionally assaulted Arthur Ward for 
you to find him guilty of assault in the first degree. 

There • s a legal theory that the [ c ]ourt instructed you on called 
transferred intent. And what that means is, ifyou believe beyond a 
reasonable doubt that Mr. Dyson \Vas trying to get another shot in at Mr. 
Schwartzcnberger. like Jvlr. Ward described, and that he intended t.l:u: great 
bodilv harm or to inflict more £Teat bodilv harm than he had alrcadv done . .: ....... ... .... 

but he instead assaults a second person -- in this case they call it a third 
person -- and instead assaults somebody else, that the intent that he was 
using towards Mr. Schwartzenberger transfers to make Mr. Ward a victim 
in that case. 

So ifyou find that Mr. Dyson intended to gel Mr. Schwartzenberger 
again. and instead got Mr. Ward. you can find him guilty of assault in the 
first degree. Or. alternatively. you can take somewhat of what Mr. Dyson 
was saying, that he was slashing backward as somebody was tackling him 
to protect somebody else. and then he still intended great bodily harm by 

' A ' +' • h t. '+' ' t..' going tov./arus a person ·s 1acc .. \\-'it, a "ni1C. coming T·/Cry ncar to u1S C)-'C. 

RP al 760. 

The jury found Donald Dyson guilty of both counts of assault in the first degree 

and also found by special verdict that Dyson was armed with a deadly weapon during the 

commission of the assaults. On the day of the announcement or the vt!rdict the clerk 

filed the notes for both the for-cause challenge and the peremptory challenges. 

At sentencing. the trial court checked a box on the sentencing form that read that 

Donald Dyson used fbrce or means likely to result in death or intended to kill. This 

checkmark required the court to impose a mandatory minimum term of sixty months 

incarceration for each count. ln an oral ruling. the trial court commented that Dyson 
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nearly killed Spencer Schwartzenberg:er in the assault. The trial court also remarked that 

Arthur Ward suffered pennanent and significant bodiiy and emotional injuries. 

The trial coun calculated Donald Dyson's sentencing range as 144-184 months for 

the assaull on Spencer Schwartzenberger and 11 i-147 months for the assaull on Arthur 

Ward. The trial court sentenced Donald Dyson to 140 months confinement for the 

Schwartzenberger assault, 108 months for the Ward assault and 24 months for the deadly 

weapon sentencing enhancement for each counL for a total of 296 months of 

confinement. The trial court also imposed a mandatory minimum sentence of five years 

for each count to be served consecutively. 

LA "J..l AND ANALYSlS 

On appeaL Donald Dyson seeks a nev, .. trial on the ground that the trial court 

violated his public trial rights and committed instructional error. Dyson also contends the 

trial court violated his constitutional right to trial by jury by imposing a mandatory 

minimum sentence. Since we publish only that portion of our opinion addressing the 

mandatory minimum sentence. \ve discuss that issue first. 

Issue 1. Whether the trial court violated Donald Dyson 's right to a jury trial H·hen 

imposing a mandatory minimum sentence? 

Answer 1: Yes. 

Donald Dyson contends that the trial court violated his right to a jury triai under 

the Lnited States Constitution's Sixth Amendment hy iinding at sentencing the facts 
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necessary to warrant imposing a mandatory minimum sentence of five years for each of 

his first degree assaull convictions. He argues that a recent United States Supreme Court 

decision. Alleyne v. United States, 133 S. Ct. 2151 (20 13 ). holds that any factual finding 

required to trigger a mandatory minimum senlence constitutes an element of the crime 

and therefore must be submitted to ajury. The State of Washington concedes error in the 

imposition of the mandatory minimum sentence by judicial finding. We agree with both 

parties and remand for resentencing. 

Errors implicating a criminal defendant's Sixth Amendment right to a jury trial 

may be raised for the first time on appeal. State v. Hughes, 154 \Vn.2d 118. 143. 110 

P .3d 192 (2005), abrogated on other grounds by Washingwn r. Recuenco. 548 U.S. 212. 

126 S. Ct. 2546. 165 L. Ed. 2d 466 (2006): State v. O'Connell. 137 Wn. App. 81. 89. 152 

P.3d 349 (2007). Whether a sentence is legally erroneous is reviewed de novo. In re 

Pers. Restraint ofBrooks, 166 Wn.2d 664, 667, 211 P.3d 1023 (2009). 

The Sixth Amendment guarantees a criminal defendant the right to an impartial 

JUry. Article L section 21 of the Washington Constitution similarly provides. in relevant 

part, that "[t]he right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate." The jury serves as an 

intermediary between the State and a judge as an agent of the State. on the one band. and 

the criminal defendant on the other hand. United States\'. Gaudin. 515 U.S. 506. 510-

11. 115 S. Ct. 2310. l32 L. Ed. 2d 444 (1995). The right to ajury trial is a great bulwark 

of civil and political liberties. Alleyne v. United Srate.';, U.S. . !33 S. Ct. at 2161 

q 
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(2013). When coupled with the command oftbe due process clause nfthc Fourteenth 

Amendment, the Sixth Amendment demands that an impartia1.iury find beyond a 

reasonable doubt all elements of the charged offense for the defendant to be convicted. 

Apprendiv. New .Jersey. 530 U.S. 466,490,120 S. Ct. 2348. 147 L. Ed. 2d435 (2000): 

In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358. 364, 90S. Ct. l 068. 25 L. Ed. 2d 368 ( 1970). 

State legislatures. including the \Vashington legislature. have enacted numerous 

sentencing mandates. factors. and enhancements that impact the punishment meted on a 

convicted defendant. In turn, legislatures and courts seek to distinguish betv:een offenses 

and sentencing features. \Vith the fact-finding for the crime relegated to a jury and the 

fact-finding for the punishment assigned to a judge. Under this distinction. a sentencing 

factor is nolan element of the crime. Yet no principled basis exists for treating a fact 

increasing the term of the imprisonment differently than the facts constituting the base 

offense. Alle_vne.133S.Ct.at2157. Theendresultisthesame. AsthetitletoFyodor 

Docstoevsky's novel suggests. crime and punishment go together. 

Under tht' common la·w at the time of the adoption of the United States Bill of 

Rights, a fact essential to the penalty v . .-as an element of the crime. Alleyne v. []nited 

Szazes. 133 S. Ct. at~ 159. Therefore. other than the fact of a prior conviction. any fnct 

that mcreases the penalty for a crime beyond the prescribed statutory maximum must be 

submined to a jury and proved beyond a reasonable doubt. Apprendi v New .Jersey. 530 

U.S. at 490. The term ''statutory maximum" means the maximum sentence a judge may 
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impose based solely on the ju0''s verdict without making any additional findings. 

Blake~)' v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 303-04. 124 S. Ct. 253 L 150 L. Ed. 2d 403 (2004). 

Therefore, an:y fact supporting a sentencing enhancement must be either admitted by a 

defendant or found by tht: jury. Blakely, 542 U.S. al 304. 

The U.S. Supreme Court recently clarified the holding of Apprendi as also 

applying to a trial court· s imposition of a mandatory minimum sentence. Alleyne v. 

Uni!ed States, 133 S. Ct. at 2160. Any fact that, by law, increases the penalty for a crime 

is an "element" that must be submitted to the jury and found beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Apprendi. 530 U.S. at 483 n.10. Mandatory minimum sentences increase the penalty of 

the crime. Alleyne, 133 S. Ct. at 2155. Like a maximum sentence. the minimum 

sentence is intended to and does dictate the amount of time spent confined. Because 

"facts increasing the legally prescribed floor aggravate the punishment ... the tact 

necessarily forms a constituent part of a new offense and must be submitted to the jury.·· 

Alleyne, 133 S. Ct. at 2161-62. Alle_vne overruled Harris v. United Scates. 536 U.S. 545. 

122 S. Ct. 2406. 153 L. Ed. 2d 524 (2002). in which the high Court held permissible 

judicial fact-finding that increased the mandatory minimum sentence for a crime. In 

fairness to the trial court. the Supreme Court decided Alleyne after the sentencing of 

Donald Dyson. 

RCW 9.94A.540. Washington's mandatory minimum sentencing statute. 

prescribes, in relevant part: 

l J 
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11 i Except to the extent provided in subsection (3) of this sectJOn. 
Lhe following minimum terms of total continement are mandatory ... 

(b) An offender convicted of the crime of assault in the firsr degree 
... where the offender used force or means likely to result in death or 
intended to kill the victim shall be sentenced to a tenn of total confinement 
not less than five years. 

(2) During such minimum terms of total confinement no offender 
subject to the provisions of this section is eligible for community custody. 
earned release time. furlough, home detention. partial confinement work 
crew. work release. or any other form of early release authorized under 
RCW 9.94A.728. or any other form of authorized leave of absence from the 
correctional facility while not in the direct custody of a corrections officer. 

(Emphasis added.) 

unde1 RCW 9A.3(i.011(1 )(a), a jUt)'. in order to find a defendant guilty of assault 

in the first degree. must find beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant assaulted 

another person '·with a fireann or any deadly weapon or by any force or means likely to 

produce great bodi~v harm or death." (Emphasis added.) RCW 9.94A.540 requires 

additional evidence to impose the mandatory minimum sentence. Under the latter statute, 

the defendant must have employed force likely to result in death or intended to kill. not 

simplv force likelv to cause great bodilv harm. Therefore. Washine.ton courts have held - . .... ...... - -
that RCW 9.94A.540's five-year mandatory minimum does not automatically attach to a 

first degree ac;saull conviction. in re Pers. Restrain! c~f Huy Khac Tran, 154 Wn.2d 323. 

329-30. l J 1 P.3d ll68 (2005): State 1·. A1cChristian. 158 Wn. App. 392,402-03.241 

P.3d 46& (2010). The lack of direct overlap bel ween the assault and mandatory minimum 

!2 
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statutes indicates that the legislature intended to increase the punitive requin:menl for 

cenain assaults that are characterized by unusually. within the universe of assaults. 

violent acts or accompanied by a particularly sinister intent. Tran. 154 Wn.2d at 329-30. 

Thus. the imposition ofthe mandatory minimum necessarily requires a separate facluai 

finding beyond the ju:-y's finding of guilt of first degree assault. AfcChristian. 158 Wn. 

App. at403. 

Prior to Alleyne v. United States, this court held that Blake(v v. WashingTOn did not 

require that a jury make findings requisite to a mandatory minimum sentence. 

McChristian. 158 Wn. App. at 403. Judicial findings were sufficient under the Sixth 

Amendment so long as a "'mandatory minimum sentence did not increase the penalty for 

first degree assault beyond the statutory maximum standard range sentence.'· 

McChristian, 158 Wn. App. at 404. In so reasoning. this court analogized McChristian's 

case with a Washington Supreme Court case that held Blake(v did not apply to 

exceptional minimum sentences under fonner RCW 9.94A.712 (2005) that do not exceed 

the maximum sentence allmved. McChrisrian, 158 Wn. App. at 403. 

ln Alleyne v. United States, the Cnited States Supreme Court held that the Sixth 

Amendment required a jury to find beyond a reasonable doubt all of the facts necessary 

for a trial court to impose a mandatory minimum sentence on Allen Ryan Alleyne for 

using a f1rearm in relation to a crime of violence. The relevant statute imposed a seven-

year mandatory minimum if Alleyne brandished the firearm during the crime. Although 

1
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the jury found that Alleyne used a firearm during the crime, it made no finding that be 

brandished the weapon. The district court found that evidence supported a fmding of 

brandishing and sentenced Alleyne accordingly. The Supreme Court reversed. The high 

Court clarified that the principle announced in Appremli applies \Vith equal force to facts 

increasing the mandatory minimum. Alleyne. 13 3 S. Ct. at 2160. Therefore. a jury must 

find beyond a reasonable doubt those facts that trigger a mandatory minimum sentence. 

Alleyne, 133 S. Ct. at 2161. 

In the case on appeal. the trial court, rather than the jury. found the facts necessary 

to impose a mandatory five-year minimum senlence on Donald Dyson for each of his two 

convictions for first degree assault. The jury's guilty verdict alone was not enough to 

find that Washington's five-year mandatory minimum should apply. Under Alleyne. the 

trial court should have submilled a separate instruction to the jury regarding the 

applicability of the five-year mandatory minimum to each of Dyson's first degree assault 

convictions. The mandatory floor of Dyson's sentence was as important to him as its 

ceiling. Contrary to the perception of lhe dissent the enor is not harmless since the trial 

court's fact-findin~r could lead to Dvson missing carlv release and, converselY. servin~r a .... .. ~ ~ ... ....... 

longer imprisonment. 

Later in this opinion. we affim1 the convictions of Donald Dyson. Nevertheless. 

we remand for resentencing: vv"ith instructions that the trial court remove the mandatory 

14 
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minimum sentences for each crime. The resentencing will allow Donald Dyson to 

receive potential early release credits. 

\Ve vacate Donald Dyson's sentence and remand for resentencing. ln the 

unpublished portion of this opinion we affirm Dyson's convictior .. 

The remainder of this opinion has no prcccdcntial value. Therefore, it will be filed 

for public record in accordance with RCW 2.06.040. the rules governing unpublished 

opinions. 

Issue 2: Did the trial court violale Donald D)'son ·s right to a public tria!? 

Answer 2: No. 

Donald Dyson contends the trial court violated his right to a public trial when it 

allowed the for-cause challenge at sidebar and peremptory challenges hy written notes. 

He also contends the trial court violated this right \\'hen it ruled on an evidenLiary 

objection during a sidebar conference. We disagree. All three of Dyson· s claimed 

violations of his right collapse under a spate of recent Washington decisions. 

Washington's constitution guarantees both the public and the accused a right w the 

open administration ofjustice. Article L section l 0 of the Washington Constitution 

reads. ·•Justice in all cases shall be administered openly. and without unnecessary delay." 

This provision entitles the public and the press. as representatives of the public. to openly 

administered justice. Allied Daizv Newspapers f!0Vash. v. Eikenberry, 121 Wn.2d 205. 

209, 848 P.2d 1258 ( 1993): Cohen v Everett City Council. 85 Wn.2d 385. 388. 535 P .2d 

15 
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80 I (197 5). Moreover. article L section 22 of the Washington Constitution provides. in 

pertinent part. "In criminal prosecutions the accused shall have the right to .. a speedy 

public trial." 

The thre::;hold determination when addressing an alleged violation of the public 

trial right is w·hether the event at issue even implicates the right. State v. Sublett. 176 

Wn.2d 58, 7L 292 P.3d 715 (2012). In Sublett. 176 Wn.2d at 72-73. our Supreme Coun 

adopted a two-part '"experience and logic'· test to address this issue: ( 1) whether the place 

and process historically have been open to the press and general public, the experience 

prong: and (2) 'vhether the public access plays a significant positive role in the 

functioning of a particular process in question, the logic prong. Swre \'. Dunn. 180 Wn. 

App. 570,574-75,321 P.3d 1283 (2014). review denied. 181 Wn.2d 1030,340 P.3d 228 

(2015). Both questions must be answered atftrmativcly to implicate the public trial right. 

Sublell, 176 Wn.2d at 73. 

The Supreme Court recently approved sidebar conferences for juror challenges for 

cause and paper challenges for preemptory jury strikes. State v_ Love No. 89619-4 

(\:Vash. July 16, 20 15). Our high court held that these two practices did not amount to a 

courtroom closure. The court \Vrote: 

The public's presence in the courtroom reminds those involved 
about the importance oftheir roles and holds them accountable for 
misconduct. EfTective public oversight of the fairness of a particular trial 
begins with assurance ofthe fairness of the particular jury. 

Yet the public had ample opportunity to oversee the;: selection of 

16 
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Love's jury because no portion of the process \Yas concealed from the 
public: no juror was questioned in chambers. To the contrary, observers 
could watch the trial judge and counsel ask questions of potential jurors. 
listen to the answers to those questions. see counsel exercise challenges at 
the bench and on paper. and ultimately evaluate the empaneled jury. The 
transcript of the discussion about for cause challenges and the struck juror 
sheet showing the peremptory challenges arc both publically available. The 
public was present for and could scrutinize the selection of Love's jury 
from start to finish. affording him the safeguards of the public trial right 
missing in cases where we found closures ofjury section. We hold the 
procedures used at Love's trial comport with the minimum guarantees of 
the public trial right and find no closure here. 

Although Love argues for a broad rule that all peremptory 
challenges must be spoken aloud, written peremptory challenges arc 
consistent with the public trial right so long as they arc filed in the public 
record. Spoken peremptory challenges certainly increase the transparency 
of jury selection, but there are still legitimate methods of challenging jurors 
in \\Titing, iike the practice here. that do nm amoum to a courtroom closure 
because they are made in open court. on the record. and subject to public 
scrutiny. 

State v. Love. slip op. at 8-9 (citations omitted). 

The voir dire procedures about which Donald Dyson complains are identical to the 

procedures employed in State v. Love. As in Love, the trial court did not ofTcnd Dyson's 

right to a public trial. 

The sidebar evidentiary conference. to which Donald Dyson assigns ctTOL also 

does not implicate his right to a public trial. Recently. a plurality of our state high court 

held that sidebar conferences to address evidcnriary questions did not violate a 

defendant's right to a public trial. Stare v. Smith, 18 J Wn.2d 508. 515. 3 34 P .3d I 049 

(20 141. Jn Smilh, four of our Supreme Court jusiices held that sidebar discussions and 
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rulings on evidentiarv objections did nm. under the experience and logic test. implicate 

\Vjlliam Glen Smith's right to a public trinl. Smith. 181 \Vn.2d at 521. Justice Wiggins 

concurred in the result, but urged the court to dispose of the experience and logic test in 

favor of a test that presumes all triai procc.edings are open and requirt:s the trial court to 

conduct a Swre v. Bone-Club. 128 Wn.2d 2.54. 906 P .2d 325 ( 1995 ). analysis prior to 

closing any proceedings. Smith. 181 Wn.2.d at 522 (Wiggins. J .. concurring in result). 

Justice Wiggins based his concurrence on Smith's failure to object to the closures at triaL 

which Wiggins thought should preclude appellate review under RAP 2.5(ai. Smith, 181 

Wn.2d at 538 (Wiggins. J.. concurring in result). If we followed Justice Wiggins· 

concurrence. we would refuse to address Donald Dyson· s challenge on appeal. 

issue 3.· Did the trial coun err in its instruction to the jur.v on the definition of 

"dead(!' weapon?" 

Ans•ver 3: vVe decline to address this issue since Donald Pvson did not object to 

the jury inszruction at trial and the assignment (~(error is flO! one ofman(fest 

constitutional error. 

Donald Dyson next contends that the trinl court erred in its instruction to the jury 

defining "deadly weapon'' as applied to both the first degree assault charge and the 

deadly weapon special verdict. He argues that the presence of the word '·also'· in the 

definition frees the jury to supply other. unspecified definitions for the deadly weapon 

element of assault and thus dilutes the State s burden of proof by al!crwing the jury to 
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convict on bases broader than the law allows. To repeat. the jury instruction read: 

Deadly weapon also means any weapon. device. instrument or 
article v,:hich under the circumstances in which it is used. attempted to be 
used, or threatened to be used is readily capable of causing death or 
substantial bodily harm. 

CP at 82 (emphasis added). 

Donald Dyson concedes that he did nol object to the jury instruction's definition 

of deadly weapon at trial. He argues that this reviewing court may still review the issue 

because inclusion of the word "also'' amounts to a manifest error affecting a 

constitutional right. We do not agree, and thus we decline to reviev·: this assignment of 

error. 

Rr\P 2.5(a) provides. in relevant part: 

The appellate court may refuse to review any claim of error which 
was not raised in the trial court. However. a party may raise the following 
claimed errors for the first time in the appellate court ... (3) manifest error 
atiecting a constitutional right. 

RAP 2.5( a) formalizes a fundamental principle of appellate review. No procedural 

principle is more familiar than that a constitutional right or a right of any other sort, may 

be forfeited in criminal cases by the failure to make timely assertion ofthe right before a 

tribunal having jurisdiction to determine it. United States v. Olano. 507 C.S. 725. 731, 

11.3 S Ct. 1770, 123 L. Ed. 2d 508 (I 993 ); }'akus \'. United 5'tates. 321 U.S. 4 I 4. 444, 64 

S. Ct. 660. 88 L. Ed. 834 ( 1944 ). 
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Good sense lies behind the requirement that arguments be first asserted at trial. 

The prerequisite affords the trial court an opportunity to rule correctly on a maner before 

it can be presented on appeal. State\'. Strine. 176 Wn.2d 742, 749, 293 P.3d 1177 

(20 13 ). There i:- great potential for abuse when a party doe::; not raise an issue bdO\v 

because a party so situated could simply lie back, not allowing the trial court to avoid the 

potential prejudice. gamble on the verdict. and then seek a new trial on appeal. Swtc ,. 

Weber, 159 Wn.2d 252,271-72, 149 P.3d 646 (2006); State v. Emel), 174 Wn.2d 74 L 

762. 278 P .3d 653 (20 12 ). The theory of presenration by timely objection also addresses 

several other concems. The rule senres the goal of judicial economy by enabling trial 

courts to correct mistakes and thereby obviate the needless expense of appellate reviev>' 

and further trials. facilitates appellate review by ensuring that a complete record of the 

issues will be available, and prevents adversarial unfairness by ensuring that the 

prevailing party is nol deprived of victory by claimed errors that he had no opportunity to 

address. State v. Strine, 176 Wn.2d at 749-50: State v. ScotT, 1 10 Wn.2d 682, 688, 757 

P.2d 492 (1988). 

Countervailing policies support allowing an argument to be raised for the first time 

on appeal. for this reason, RAP 2.5(aJ contains a number of exceptions. R..A.P 2.5(a)(3) 

allows an appellant to raise for the first time a '·manifest error affecting a constitutional 

right." an exception on which a criminal appellant commonly relies. Constitutional errors 

an.: treated sp~:cially under RAP 2.51a) because they often result in serious injustice to the 
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accused and may adversely affect public perceptions orthe fairness and integrity of 

judicial proceedings. Slate v. Scotl. 110 Wn.2d at 686-87. Prohibiting all constitutional 

errors from being raised for the first time on appeal would result in unjust imprisonment. 

Stctc v. Lynn, 67 Wn. App. 339. 344. 835 P.2d 251 (1992). On the other hand . 

.. permitting eve')' possible constitutional ~rror to be raised for the first time on appeal 

undermines the trial process, generates unnecessary appeals. creates undesirable retrials 

and is wasteful of the limited resources of prosecutors. public defenders and courts" 

State v. Lynn. 67 Wn. App. at 344. 

Washington courts and even decisions internally have announced differing 

formulations for ·'manifest error.·· First. a manifest error is one '·truly of constitutional 

magnitude.·· State v. Scott. 110 Wn.2d at 688. Second. perhaps perverting the term 

'·manifest" some decisions emphasize prejudice. not obviousness. The defendant must 

identifY a constitutional error and shmv how, in the context of the trial, the alleged error 

actually affected the defendant's rights. It is this showing of actual prejudice that makes 

the error ·~manifest" allowing appellate review. Store v. 0 '!-lara. 16 7 Wn.2d 91, 99. 217 

P.3d 756 (2009); Scott, 110 Wn.2d at 688: L_vnn. 67 Wn. App. at 346. A third 

formulation is the facts necessary to adjudicate the claimed error must be in the record on 

1 " A·r r: . t 1~~ \1 . .., '"'')" ..,..,., 899 P ')d l...,~ I 'ICJ9-·) S R·z appea . c)tate 1·. 'J.Crar/anc.. .f./ r'r'n._a .) __ , .).J.J. _. ·- .:.) \ - ) : late V. ley. 

121 Wn.2d 22. 3L 846 P.2d 1365 (1993). 

Although Donald Dyson contends that the inclusion of the word "also" in the trial 
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court's instruction defining deadly weapon amounts to a manifest constitutional error. 

\Vashington lav• holds otherwise. /\ trial court· s failure to include the full statutory 

definition of a legal term of an in a jury instruction does not constitute manifest 

constitutional error. so long as that omission does not relieve the State of its burden to 

prove ali elements of the charged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. Stare v. 0 'Hara. 167 

Wn.2d at 104. When the State· s burden remains unchanged, the instruction cannot be 

challenged for the first time on appeal. 0 'Har·a, 167 Wn.2d at 108. 

Although State v. 0 'Hara addressed incomplete. rather than extraneous, language 

in a definitional jury instruction. its reasoning applies equall~i to this case. In 0 'Ham. 

our Supreme Court held that a trial court's inclusion of only part of the statutory 

definition of "malice'' in its jury instruction did not constitute an error of constitutional 

dimension. ln so holding. our high court noted the constitution only requires the jury be 

instructed as to each element of the offense charged and the failure of the trial court to 

further define one of those elements is not within the ambit of the constitutional rule. 

The Court further explained that the error was not manifest because "the omission did not 

create practical and identifiable consequences during the trial that should have been 

obvious to the trial court.,. 0 'Hara. 167 Wn.2d at 108. 

As in 0 'Hara. the error alleged by Donald Dyson is neither constitutional. nor 

manifest. First. the trial com1 properly instructed the jury on the clements o~~ first degree 

assault. The State was still reqUJred to prove "the assault was committed with a deadly 
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weapon or by a force or means likely to produce great bodily harm or death .. beyond a 

reasonable doubt. CP at 85-86. Dyson provides no evidence that the mere presence of 

the word .. also" effectively diluted the State's burden of proof such that it violated 

Dyson ·s due process riglus. There is no constitutional error here. 

Second. Donald Dyson points to no practical or identifiable consequences caused 

by the inclusion of the word '·also'' in the trial coun·s definition of deadly weapon. The 

undisputed facts established that Dyson employed a knife when fighting with Chris 

Dailey and Spencer Schwanzenberger. No witness mentioned any other weapon as 

involved in the assault. 

Issue 4: Did the trial court's instruction on rran.~{erred imem misswce the la-.t· and 

dilute the State's burden ojprao.r 

Donald Dyson contends that the trial court's instruction to the jury on transferred 

intent similarly misstated the law and diluted the State's burden of proof. He argues that 

Washington's first degree assault statute. RCW 9A.36.01 Land nol the doctrine or 

transferred intent. dictates criminal liability for harm to an unintended victim of an 

intentional assault. The State responds that the trial court did not err in giving an 

instruction on transferred intent because the "10 convict" instruction required the State 

prove the requisite specific intent to in[ict great bodii.Y harm on both Spencer 

Sch\vartzenbergcr and Arthur \Vard. We agree with the State. 
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Washington's first degree assault statute provides: 

( 1 '! A person is guilty of assault in the first degree if he or she. with 
intent to inflict great bodily harm: 

(a) Assaults another with a firearm or any deadly weapon or by any 
force or means likely to produce great bodily harm or death: or 

(b) Administers, exposes, or transmits to or causes to be taken by 
another. poison, the human immunodeficiency virus as defined in chapter 
70.24 RCW, or any other destructive or noxious substance: or 

(c) Assaults another and inflicts §,'Teat bodily ham1. 
(2.) Assault in the first degree is a class A felony. 

RCW 9A.36.011. Washington's criminal code omits a definition of"assault.'' so 

Washington courts have adopted a common Ia\:~,· definition that recognizes assault as: 

( 1) an attempt. with unlawful force, to inflict bodily injury upon 
another [attempted battery]; (2) an unla,vful touching -..vith criminal intent 
r actual battery]: and (3) putting another in apprehension of harm whether or 
not the actor intends to inflict or is capable of inflicting that harm l common 
law assault]. 

State V. rVilson. 125 Wn.2d 212, 218, 883 P.2d 320 (1994) (quoting Stale v. Bland, 71 

Wn. App. 345. 353. 860 P.2d 1046 (1993)). 

At the conclusion of Donald Dyson's triaL the trial coun instructed the jury on the 

second form of assault: ·'An assault is an intemional touching or striking or cutting of 

another person, with unlawful force, that is harmful or offensive." CP at 7Y The jury 

also received separate instmctions on the elements of first degree assault for both Spencer 

Schv;artzenberger and Arthur Ward. 

Donald Dy·son argues that the mere presence of the trial court's instruction on 

transferred intent lowered the State· s standard of proof because the jury could find him 
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guilty of assaulting Arthur Ward by virtue of finding that Dyson intentional!~· assaulted 

Spencer Schwartzenberger. In fonvarding this argument. Dyson misapprehends Stme ,. 

Wilson. the case on which he centrally relies. 

In ~Vi/son. our Supreme Coun interpreted RCW 9A.36.0 11 aud determined that 

the language ofthe statute provides that any unintended victim is assaulted ifhe falls 

within the terms and conditions of the statute. In turn, our high court reversed the Court 

of Appeals- vacation of two counts or first degree assault against Mark Wilson. 

Mark Wilson, after arguing with and threatening the bartender of Silverdale· s Old 

Tovm Tavern and another patron, fired several buUcts into the bar's window. The bullets 

struck two other individuals inside the drinking establishment. A jury found Wilson 

guilty of four counts of first degree assault: t\vo counts for Wilson's unintended victims 

and rv .. 'o counts for Wilson's intended victims, the bartender and other patron. This court 

vacated the two convictions against the unintended victims and ruled that transferred 

intent did not apply under Washington· s assault statute if a defendant successfully 

assaulted his intended victim. This court further ruled that the State must prove specific 

intent for unintended victims in such a circumstance. 

In Wilson, our Supreme Court reversed this court and wrote: 

Assault in the first degree requires a specific intent: but it does not 
under all circumstances. require that the spei::i fie intent match a specific 
victim. Consequently. once the intent to inflict great bodily harm is 
established, usually hy proving that the defendant intended to inflict great 
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bodily hann on a speciilc person. the mens rea i~ transferred under RC\\' 
9A.36.0 11 to any unintended victim. 

125 Wn.2d at 218. Our state high court noted that the doctrine oftransferred intent was 

unnecessary for liability to anach for harm to a defendant's unintended victims. rVilson 

125 Wn.2d at 219. 

Wilson sanctions the State's advancement of alternate theories under which the 

jury could tind the requisite intent for both charges or first degree assault against Donald 

Dyson. The State, consistent ·with fVilson and the jury instruction. could argue that 

Dyson was culpable for each assault under a theory of specific intent to harm the victim, . 

or under the theory of transferred intent to h3rm an unintended victim. The facts lend 

themselves to such a strategy since Dyson injured Arthur Ward only after he entered the 

fray. Under either theOI)'. the jury still needed to find. at least as to one victim, the 

requisite mens rea beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Issue 5: Should Donald Dyson be entitled to some relief because Spencer 

Schwartzenberger bej!-iended Arthur f-Vard on '1-Vard's Facebook page ajier the assaul(J 

Answ·er 5 No 

We now begin a review· of Donald Dyson's statement of additional grounds. 

Dyson complains that Spencer Schwartzenberger's memory ofthe events surrounding his 

assault could have been inf1uenced by his becoming friends with Arthur Ward on 

Faccbook before trial Dyson highlights an excerpt from the report of proceedings in 
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Yvhich Sch\vartzenberger stated he did not know Ward prior to lhe assault, but he 

confirmed the existence of their on-line friendship. 

A jury may believe or disbelieve a witness, since credibility determinations are 

.solely for the trier of fact. J\.forse v. Antonellis. 149 Wn.2d 572, 57-L 70 P.3d 125 (2003). 

Credibility determinations cannot be reviewed on appeal. State v. Camarillo. 115 Wn.2d 

60. 71. 794 P.2d 850 (1990). The jury heard that Arthur Ward and Spencer 

Schwartzenberger befriended each other and could discount the duo's testimony if it 

wished. Othenvise, after hearing testimony from Schwartzenbergcr. Ward, and Dyson, 

the jury remained free to choose whose version of the facts prevailed. 

Issue 6: Was Donald Dyson's trial counsel ineflective? 

Answer 6: No. 

Donald Dyson next contends that he received ineffective assistance due to his trial 

attomey's failure to submit evidence regarding Spencer Schwartzenberger's blood 

alcohol content level at the time of the assault. the knife wounds suffered by the victims. 

and Dyson's alleged posttraumatic stress disorder. A claim of ineffective assistance of 

counsel requires proving that (1) counsel's perfonnance was deficient, and (2) the 

deficient performance prejudiced the defendant. State v. Thomas. 109 Wn.2d 222. 225-

26, 743 P.2d 816 (1987). Deficient performance occurs 'vhcn counsel's performance 

falls belo\v an objective standard of reasonableness. State v. Stenson. 132 Wn.2d 668. 

705. 940 P.2d 1239 ( 1997 ), post-conviction reliefgranted on other grounds by In re 
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Stenson 174 \Vn.2d 474.276 P.3d 286 (2012). This court presumes that counsel was 

effective. Strickland v Washington. 466 U.S. 668. 689-90. 104 S. Ct. ::'.0.52. RO L. Ed. 2d 

674 (1984); State v. McFarland. 127 Wn.2d at 335. To rebut the strong presumption that 

counsel's perfom1ance was eiTective. the defendant bears the burden of establishing the 

absence of any conceivable legitimate tactic explaining counsel's pcrfo1111ance. Stare 1·. 

Hamiiton. 179 \Vn. App. 870. 879-80, 320 P .3d 142 (:20 14 ). Generally, the decision to 

call a witness will not suppon a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. 71wmas. 109 

\Vn.2d at 230. 

Donald Dyson's claim of ineffective assistance fails because he can neither show 

that his counsel's perfo1111ance was deficient or that he suffered prejudice as a result. 

Contrary to Dyson's argument. his attorney cross-examined an emergency room 

physician from Sacred Heart Medical Center regarding the nature of knife wounds 

inflicted by Dyson. Spencer Schwartzenberger's BAC (blood alcohol concentration) 

level was irrelevant to the charges and testimonv of the level could have engendered 
~ . ~ 

sympathy tmvard Schwartzenberger because it showed him to be in a helpless state 

during the assault. /\ny\vay. Dyson's attorney cross-examined Schwartzenbcrger about 

his ingestion of alcohol the night of the assault. 

Donald Dyson mentioned for the first time in the case, through his statement or 

additional grounds. that he suffers from posttraumatic stress disorder. He furnishes no 
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documentation confirming the ailment. He fails to explain how evidence ofthe disorder 

would have resulted in a different outcome at triaL 

Issue 7: Did the trial court submll an erroneous sel{-delensc jurv instruction? 
~ ~ .. .. 

Answer 7: iVo. 

Finally, Donald Dyson contends that the lrial court submitted an incotTect 

instruction to the jury regarding self-defense. Dyson provides summaries of relevant case 

law but does not identifv anv mistake in the self-defense instructions given bv the trial "' .. ....... _, 

court. Nor did he object to the instructions given. The instructions provided by the trial 

court echoed the pattern jury instructions on self-defense. Compare CP 87-91 with 11 

WASHINGTON PRACTICE: WASHINGTON PATTERN JURY lNSTRtXTIONS: CR!rv1INAL 17.02. 

17.04, 17.05 (3d ed. 2008). Because Dyson neither objected to the self-defense 

instructions at trial nor identifies a constitutional error on appeaL we do not address this 

claimed error in accordance with RAP 2.5(a). 

Feanng, J. · 

1 CONCUR: 

Siddoway. CJ:/ 
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KoRStviO, J.- (Dissenting) I agree with nearly all oCthe majority opinion exccp~ 

for its conclusion. The issue identified here is not a mandatory minimum sentence 

problem. Alleyne v. United States,_ U.S._, 133 S. Ct. 2151, 1 86 L. Ed. 2d 314 

(20 13). The actual issue is one of statutory interpretation that has already been settled by 

In re Pers. Restraint of Huy Khac Tran, 154 Wn.2d 323. l J I P.3d 1168 (2005 ). and State 

v. McChristian. 158 Wn. App. 392.241 P.3d 468 (2010). revie'\1' denied, 171 Wn.2d 1003 

(20 11 ). Although there is an Alleyne error in this case. that error is harmless. Afieyne 

did not change the definition of'"punishmenf' under the Sixth Amendment and does not 

extend the Sixth Amendment jury trial right to the collateral consequences of a factual 

finding that establishes a minimum sentence. Since the trial court complied with the 

procedure set forth in A1cChristian. I would affinn. 

After struggling for many years t0 define the scope of the constitutional right to a 

jury trial as it related to sentencing, the United StaLes Supreme Court finally cobbled 

together a majority to declare a rule on the topic in Apprendi v. ,New Jersey. 530 C.S. 

466, 120 S. Ct. 2348, 147 L.,. Ed. 2d 435 (2000J. "Other than the fact of a prior 

conviction. any fact that increases the penalty for a crime beyond the prescribed statutory 

maximum must be submitted to a jury, and proved beyond a reasonable doubt.'' !d. at 
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490. The rule ofApprendi was then applied to Washington's determinate sentencing 

statute. the Sentencin£ Reform Act of 1981 ch. 9 .94A RC\V (SRA). in Blakeh· \'. 
~ . . . 

Washington. 542 U.S. 296. 303-05, 124 S. Ct. 2531. !59 L. Ed. 2d 403 (2004). The court 

concluded that the high end of the standard range was the .. statutory maximum'· to which 

the jury trial right applied. ld. at 303-04. Post-Apprendi, the court declined to extend its 

ruling to minimum sentences. Blakezr. 542 U.S. at 304: Harris \'. United States. 536 'U.S. 

545. 122 S. Ct. 2406, 153 L. Ed. 2d 524 (2002). 

That practice changed in Alleyne. At issue there was the sentence imposed 

following a robbery conviction. The jury detem1ined that the defendant had carried a 

firearm. a fact that mandated a five year minimum semence. 186 L. Ed. 2d at 322. The 

trial judge •·found" that the defendant had brandished a firearm in the course of the 

robbery, a fact that mandated a seven year minimum sentence. ld. The Supreme Court 

overturned the brandishing sentence, with the plurality reasoning that an increased 

minimum sentence acted like an increased maximum sentence. both of which altered the 

.. prescribed range of sentences to which a defendant is exposed and do so in a manner 

that aggravates the punishment." Id. at 324. The fifth vote for the result came from 

Justice Breyer, who would have overruled Apprendi, but agreed with the plurality to 

overturn Harris and remove what he considered a sentencing anomaly created by that 

I 
case. ld. at 334-335. 
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The application of the Alle)'ne opinion to RC'VV 9.94A.540(1)(b) 1 is now 

straightforward. The statute creates a mandatory minimum sentence that must. under 

Alleyne, be found by a jury. That was not done here~ I agree with the majority that the 

lack of a finding \:vas error. Hmvcvcr, the Allc_vnc error was harmless. 

Even with an offender scor~ of zero, under the SRA the standard range for first 

degree assault has always exceeded 60 months. the minimum term set b'· the finditH!_. 2 
~ ~ . . ~ 

See Laws of 1983, ch. 115 ~~ 2, 3 (establishing sentence ranges and assigning 

seriousness levels to offenses: creating range of 62-82 month sentence for first degree 

assault with offender score of zero). The minimum tem1 finding thus had no effect on the 

sentencing range established by the jury· s verdicts in Mr. Dyson· s case. Even if a jury 

had made the same finding entered by the trial judge. there \Vould have been no change in 

the range of incarcerat10n Mr. Dyson faced for his actions-and thus this is not an 

Alleyne violation. 

1 "An offender convicted of the crime of assault in the first degree ... where the 
offender used force or means likely to resull in death or intended to kill the victim shall 
be sentenced to a term of total confinement not less than five years." 

2 Jt seems likely that the primary purpose of the minimum term requirement, 
which was enacted by Laws of 1981 ch. 13 7. § 12, was to inlluencc the Sentencing 
Guidelines Commission when it devised the ranges and seriousness levels for the crimes. 
The commission's ranges subsequently were adopted by the legislature two years later. 
See Laws of 1983, ch. 115 § 1. Although no m1nimum sentence for first degree assault 
existed at the time the SR.4. first was enacted in 1981. there had been a five year 
minimum term for that offense prior to 1976. See Laws of1909. ch. 249, § 161. repealed 
by Laws of 1975 (lst Ex. Sess.) ch. 260. § 9A.92.0 10(27 ). 
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Apparently recognizing that the Allevne error was of no consequence to his 

sentence range, Mr. Dyson focuses on one of the collateral consequences of that finding. 

the loss of any opportunity to earn early release time during the period of the minimum 

sentence. Set:. RCW 9.94A.540(2). That same consequence ''vas at issue in Tran. Tnen.:: 

the court concluded that because first degree assault, even when committed with a 

firearm, does not completely overlap the more limited instances of first degree assault 

subject to the minimum term requirement. the Department of Corrections erred in making 

its own finding and imposing the minimum tcnn. 154 Wn.2d at 332. 

This court revisited Tran in McChristian. Division Two began its analysis of the 

issue hy agreeing \\'ith the defendant that the minimum term statute required .. a factual 

fi~ding that a defendant meets the requirements of the statute before a trial court may 

impose a mandatory minimum sentence.,. McChristian, !58 Wn. App. at 402. It found 

that Tran implicitly required a factual finding before the minimum tenn was imposed. ld. 

at 403. It disagreed, however, with the defendant's argument that the Sixth Amendment 

required a jury to make the finding, deciding that a judge could do so. ld. at 403-05. 

In light of Alleyne. an argument can be made that AfcChristian is at least partially 

defunct and that a jury, not a judge, must make the factual determination that governs the 

additional consequences listed in RC\V 9 .94A.540(2 i. McChristian still stand::;, and 

should still stand, unless either Alleyne ·s definition of punishment is expanded to include 

the collateral consequences of a minimum term finding or the V/ashington Supreme 
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Court invalidates the .McChristian interpretation of Trmz. Neither of those events has 

happened yet. Critically for this case. nothing in Alleyne changed the Apprendi-BlakeZr 

concept of what constituted "'punishment"" \Vithm the meaning ofthe Sixth Amendment 

right to n jury trial-the range of sentences" which a judge could impose based on the 

facts found by the jury. Whether a prisoner earns earned early release credits is not a 

sentencing option left to the discretion of the sentencing judge. Limitation on earned 

early release simply is not punishment under Apprendi and its progeny. 

If the Apprendi-Alfeyne conception of '·punishment'" is to be extended to include 

the opportunity to earn early release, we should acknowledge what we arc doing and 

explain why the extension is warranted. This, however. is not the case to have that 

discussion. Mr. Dyson did not object to the lack of a jury finding. the court's check-box 

minimum term finding. or the judge's comments at sentencing concerning how fortunate 

it was that no one died. Under McChristian, these actions were enough to satisfy the 

statute's fact-finding requirement Any question of ~tatutory construction concerning the 

identity of the appropriate fact-finder thus v.·as waived by the failure to raise the issue to 

the trial court. RAP 2.5(a). Since the United States Supreme Court has not yet extended 

its Sixth Amendment jurisprudence to collateral consequences ofajury's f~1ctual finding. 

3 Financial penalties triggered by specific factual determinations have joined 
incarceration on the list of what constitutes "punishment" under the Sixth Amendment 
.)'outhern Union Co. v. Unired States. U.S. 132 S. Ct. 2344. 183 LEd. 2d 318 
(2012). 
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it is doubtful this case presents a manifest issue of constitutional error that we should be 

reviewing. RAP 2.5(a)(3 ). For both reasons. Mr. Dyson's claim should fail. 

Although compliance with Alleyne is necessary to impose a minimum term of 60 

months incarceration. the low end of the standard range for firsl degree assaulL already 

exceeds that amount and the jury's verdict means that the minimum term finding is at 

worst harmless error under Alleyne. Even if not required by Alleyne, the prudent 

prosecutor should seek findings in any appropriate case involving a minimum term and 

remove this potential issue in·the future. 4 

I respectfully dissent. 

Kors~~ 

~ If the charging theory or first degree assault was limited to the options covered 
by the mandatory minimum sentence. it appears that a jury verdict alone would be 
sufficient to allow the trial judge to impose the minimum term 'vithout running afoul of 
Alfevne. 
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